Fabrication of degradable polymer scaffolds to direct the integration and differentiation of retinal progenitors.
Retinal progenitor cells (RPCs) are self-renewing cells capable of differentiating into the different retinal cell types including photoreceptors, and they have shown promise as a source of replacement cells in experimental models of retinal degeneration. We hypothesized that a biodegradable polymer scaffold could deliver these cells to the subretinal space in a more organized manner than bolus injections, while also providing the graft with laminar organization and structural guidance channels. We fabricated highly porous scaffolds from blends of poly(L-lactic acid) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) using a variety of techniques to produce pores oriented normal to the plane of the scaffold. RPCs were seeded on the polymer scaffolds and cultured for 14 days. Seeded scaffolds were then either fixed for characterization or used in an explant or in vivo rat model. The scaffolds were fully covered by RPCs in 3 days. Attachment of RPCs to the polymer scaffold was associated with down-regulation of immature markers and up-regulation of markers of differentiation. This suggests that the scaffold may promote differentiation of RPCs. The seeded cells elaborated cellular processes and aligned in the scaffold in conjunction with degenerating retinal explants. The cells also exhibited morphologies consistent with photoreceptors including a high degree of polarization of the cells. This data suggests that the scaffold may be a means to assist in the promotion of photoreceptor phenotypes. Implantation of the seeded scaffold into the rat eye is associated with increased RPC survival. Taken together, these data suggest that these polymer scaffolds provide a useful means for delivering RPCs to the subretinal space and may assist in the formation of retinal cell phenotypes, although it is clear that more cues are needed to direct the differentiation of RPCs into functional photoreceptors.